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2015  International  Building  Code
Seismic Zone D2, Importance 11, Ss =  1.639
110  mph Wind  (Vuit),  Exposure 8,  kzT =  1.25
Floor Live Load  - 40  psf,   Sleeping  30  psf
Ground Snow Load, 30psf , CD =  1.15
Soil  Bearing Pressures - 1500 psf (prescriptive)
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ATC Hazards by Location

Search Information

Address:              8582 Long Lake Rd sE, Port orchard, WA
98367,  USA

Coordinates:           47.4735046, -122.5852132

Elevation:                   158 ft

Timestam p:              2020-05-25T20: 32:05. 741 Z

Hazard Type:           Seismic

Reference                ASC E7-16
Document:

Riskcategory:        11

Site class:                D-default

Basic Parameters

Name                  Value

Ss                           1.627

S1                            0.559

Sue                        1.953

SM1                                 *  null

SDs                          1.302

SD1                                *  null

* See Section  11.4.8

d:6tg,e

Description

MCER ground  motion  (period=0.2s)

MCER ground  motion (period=1.Os)

Site-modified spectral acceleration value

Site-modified spectral acceleration value

Numeric seismic design value at 0.2s SA

Numeric seismic design value at 1.Os SA

-Additional Information

Name                  Value

SDC                         "  null

Fa                               1.2

Fv                                 *  null

CRs                      0.9

CRi                       0.882

PGA                     0.693

FPGA                         1.2

PGAM                    0.832

Description

Seismic design category

Site amplification factor at 0.2s

Site amplification factor at 1.Os

Coefficient of risk (0.2s)

Coefficient of risk (1.Os)

MCEG peak ground acceleration

Site amplification factor at PGA

Site modified peak ground acceleration

B:l,'nL`-

:+ftBannerrorest

rra{jaria

Map i  Report a map error

?Je/3

5/25/2020,  I :32 PM
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The Sample Residence
Lateral  Forces Analysis

Exposure a

Lateral  Forces Analysis in accordance with the lBC 2015, chapter 16

This lateral forces analysis is being performed for a site with 25 psf ground snow loads,
85 mph wind speeds  (Kzt =  1.15), with an Exposure 8  terrain condition.     Seismic analysis

shall use a site class D soil with site coefficient Fs for a site spectral response of Ss =  1.627

from ATC Worldwide Seismic "DesignMaps" Web, ASCE 7-16, Seismic Category Use Group I

Wind            Alternate All Heights Method per lBC section  l609.6.3,   Exposure B, 85 mph  (ASD) wind

P net  --q s  K z  C net  I I k zt]

qs   =    22.5Psf               Kz25     =     0.70
Cnet  =   0.73   used for all  (roofs and walls)

kz'     =      1.25                  /-     I.0
for    h   i        30'               Pnet=     14.9psf    minlmumonwalls

Pnet  =       use8psfmlnlmumonsloplngroof
F f/bi  =   74'[(4.5')8psf +  (3') 14.9psf]

F s/s,  =   38'  [(4.5')8psf +  (3') 14.9psf]

F f/bo =   54'(8') 14.9psf   +  Ff/b,

F s/so =   18'(8') 14.9  psf +  0.35  Fs/sl

GRAVITY  LOADS

roof (composition)
floors  (gathering)
floors  (sleeping)
exterior decks framed
walls  (8-ft height)

5972  lb

3067  lb

12409  lb

3219  lb to rear wall

TOTAL   (psf)

45   psf
52   psf

60                          70   psf
90   plf

SEISMIC  FORCES

This building is 3-stories or less of plywood shearwall bracing
The seismic base shear  V =   CsW

where Cs =   [SDs / R/Ie)]  W

and from ASCE 7 Table  12.2-1, Section A  15,  Light Wood  Frame,  R = 6.5
from ATC Seismic  Hazards Map,    Ss =  1.627

SDs   =     1.302

R          =                    6.5 for plywood sheathed framed walls
For working stress analysis,  use 0.7E for seismic
W         =      deadloadweightof building

soveq   =     I(1.302)/6.5]  W(.7)  =    0.140W       forframedwallportions
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The Sample Residence
Lateral  Forces Analysis

Exposure a

Where  W   is the gross weight of the part of the structure above the base of the shear
resisting element.  Therefore the floor weight does not add to the wall shears of the
floor being calculated but only to the mass contributing to shears of the next story's
bracing walls below it when it is calculated.

Dead Load +  Live Load  (floors) + Seismic     ( snow is not included when < 30psf)
the net areas that can be loaded.

Calculate the maximum gross weight of the building using the sum of
the net areas that can be loaded.

A  roof
A   floor  1

A  flooro

L   walls  1

L  walls 0

2370                    17  psf

2195                      12  psf

1338     slabongrade
362                  80  plf

254                  80  plf

Veqi     =      0.140(Wr+Wwi)

Veqo   =      0.140(Wf,+Wwo)+Veq,       =

SUMMARY OF  CONTROLLING SHEARS

FLOOR  1

Maximum    Ff/b,  =
Maximum    FS/So   =

FLOOR 0

Maximum    Ff/bi  =
Maximum    Fs/so  =

For Maximum Base Shears
Veq      =          O.14(Wfo)   +   Veqi

Vwind   =       58'(5')14.9psf+  Ff/bo

9702      Selsmlc controls
9702      Selsmlc controls

16239       Seismic controls
16239       Selsmlc controls

16239     lb

16672     lb   CONTROLS

Anchor Bolt Requirements   (Cumulative)
Total foundation base length  =               254    ft

By using the allowable compressive stress of the bolt face against the wood with
4/3 stress increase for short term loads, and assuming a Hem-fir species material
with Fc = 500 psi, the  4/3(500)  = 667 psi, then for

1/2" dia. bolts in  1 '/2"  mudsills, gives a 500 lb/bolt capacity, and for

5/8" dia. bolts in  1 1/2"   mudsills,  gives a  625 lb/bolt capacity

Vbase  =               16672   lb, so minimum numberof bolts req'd = V/500=             33
Or --V I €#5--        2:J

254/33   =                      8  ft o.c. for '/2" bolts

254/27=                        10  ft o.c. for 5/8" bolts

Use minimum '/2'' ®  anchor bolts  @ 6' o.c. wlth 3"x 3.'x I/4" plate

(See Shear wall schedule for local wall conditions requiring close
shers

pacino.)
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SEE PLANS  FOR LOCATION

1.      Designated shear wall below which is perpendicular to direction of roof framing.
2.      2x6X-brace frame from top plate of wall to roof diaphragm.
3.      Set angle of braces no less than 30° and no greaterthan 45o off hon.zontal.
4.      Braces may be set up to loo out of vertical plane to avoid truss webs.
5.       Provide (4)  ]6d nailsat crossing.
6.      Install a 2x4 block at ends of braces to next roof framing memberwith (3)  16d.
7.      Place simpson LU26 flat on top plate to receive base of braces overwall.
8.      Connect ceilingjoist or truss bottom chord to wall with in at brace locations.
9.      Typical ceiling gypsum board sheathing installation.
10.     Rafters or roof trusses.
11.    Install (3) 20d nails through truss orrafters into end of each X-brace.
12.    Gable end wall sheathing where occurs.
13.    Typical roof sheathing nail at 4-inches o.c. to blocks at brace ends.
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SHEATHING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SAMPLE RESIDENCE REMODEL

Structural  sheathing  is  required  to  provide  adequate  lateral  bracing  of  the  building  system  and  as
diaphragms of the roof and floor structures to transfer loads to lateral bracing elements and is specified
by the following  notes:

Assumptions of existing construction are that all exterior walls are presently sheathed with a recognized
rated sheathing  panel and  attached to wood framing  in accordance with the standard  nailing  schedule
of  the  International  Building  Code.   For  any  changes  to  the  exterior  walls  and  roofs  use  a  minimum
thickness  7/16" APA rated  sheathing  panel for all  exterior faces.    For these  panels,  there shall  be one
row of nails at each  plate and at least one row into each rim joist.   Spacing of these nails in these rows
shall  be consistent with the panel designation  nailings as defined below and  indicated on the drawings.
At the foundation line there shall be a row of nails continuous at 4" o.c.  mjnjmum.      Sole plate nailing of
all wood panel sheathed walls is specified below.

Any  revised  portions  of the  main  floor  shall  use  sheathing  panels  of  a  minimum  23/32"  APA  Sturd-I-

Floor, tongue and groove edged,  rated  panels likewise alternated by 1/2 of a panel length in  layout and

glued  and  nailed with  10d  galvanized  or ring  shanked  nails at 6"  o.c all  edges,12"  in the field.     Edges
of floor diaphragms  shall  be  nailed  into  solid  blocking  which  fills the joist space  in  line with  and  directly
above  the  bracing  wall  elements  below.    Current  rafters  and  trusses  shall  be  connected  to  the  top
plates with  Simpson  type  Hl  hurricane  clips,  OR  SDWC  15600  screws,  OR 6" TimberLOK screws  at
maximum  24"  o.c.  unless  indicated  otherwise  on  the  plans,    Modification  to  interrupted  rafters  and  or
ceiling joists through the  central  portion  of the  house where  existing  bearing walls  are  being  removed
shall be converted to site built structural trusses using the existing rafters and joists supplemented with
webs and gussets as shown on the drawings.

Nailing  and  sheathing  requirements  for the  new  construction  are  specified  on  the  drawings  with  the
fastening  indicated  by spacing  on the edges and along  interior lines  (through the field)  jn  inches  by the
following symbols.

fore Use a 7/16"minimum thickness APA rated sheathing panel on one side with 8d common or

galvanized box nails @ 6" o.c. edges and  12" through the field.   Nail sole plates into solid
material (blocking orjoists) with  16d @  12" o.c.   Staples may be used,  however, they shall
be a  14 gauge 1-3/4" galvanized wire staple with crown placed parallel to the panel edge
and spaced at 6" o.c.  edges/9" o.c. field.    Blocking is required at all unsupported edges of
the sheathing.   Provide 1/2" diameter xl0-inch anchor bolts at 6-ft o.c.  maximum.

Sheath wall both sides with 1/2" gypsum wallboard and nail edges supported by studs and

plates with 5d cooler nails spaced at 7 inches on center.   Nail sole plate to solid  blocking or
joists in the floor below using  16d nails spaced at 12-inches on center.
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